
HISTORIA 396

Historia 396 is a biannual journal (also available on an electronic version)
edited by the History Institute, Pontificia Universidad Católica de Valparaíso that
publishes papers related to historical and interdisciplinary studies for the analysis
and understanding of the past and its methodological and conceptual problems.
Following the path of the History Institute of the Pontificia Universidad Católica
de Valparaíso, Historia 396 publishes research on different historical studies, but it
is particularly interested in the history of Chile, America, and Europe. The pages
of Historia 396, represent different academic views and perspectives, both
regarding the processes and phenomena studied as well as regarding the reflections
on the characteristic activities of the work carried out by the historian and the
meaning of his/her work.

The Journal enjoys the remarkable collaboration of a very important team of
national and foreign evaluators which ensure the best quality in each o the issues

of the review. These evaluators came from prestigious universities and research centres from: Argentina, Chile,
Italy, Peru, Spain, United Kingdom and United States. The articles submitted to the Historia 396 must be
original and unpublished and they shall not be under evaluation or inspection from any other academic journal.
The articles received were submitted to a process of arbitration with peer evaluators being in charge who can
make suggestions to the author. During the evaluation, the names of the authors as well as those of the evaluators
will be anonymous. The final decision of publishing or rejecting the articles is made by the Editor, based on
the reports presented by the evaluators.

The last number was issued at a special moment for the History Institute of the Pontificia Universidad
Católica de Valparaíso, given that in 2012 it was his sixty year since its founding in 1952. The different works
published in this number expressed the commitment of the History Institute with the development of the historical
knowledge in its multiple temporary and spatial dimensions and with the academic community in which it
participates.

REVUE ROUMAINE DE PHILOSOPHIE
tome 56, no. 2, ISI, SCOPUS

In this issue of Revue roumaine de philosophie indexed
ISI, SCOPUS, the materials, conferences, extended abstracts,
and presentation of symposia are selected and edited by
ProfessorAngela Botez, PhD, participant in the 14th Congress
of Logic, Methodology and Philosophy of Science, Nancy,
July 2011, on behalf of Romanian National Committee for
the History and Philosophy of Science and the Academy of
Romanian Scientists. Their publication follows the tradition
of this journal to disseminate the accomplishments of the
important Congresses of philosophy. Professor Angela Botez,

PhD was present at all the conferences, communications presented and symposia works, which are included in
this issue of “Revue roumaine de philosophie”, according to her selection, undertaken from the documents of
DLMPS Congress, 2011, with the explicit agreement of the authors, world-class personalities in contemporary
philosophy of science (Wilfrid Hodges, Friedrich Stadler, Ilkka Niiniluoto, Paul Hoyningen-Huene, Daniel B.
Kuby, Gonzalo Munévar, David Rabouin, Augusto J. Franco de Oliveira, Karin Chemla, Koen Vermer).

http://www.institutuldefilosofie.ro/page.php?14
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